CAMBRIDGE SCULPTURE TRAILS

Trail 1

1: Troika* Continental Drift 2016 | Sculpture and light projection
2: Dryden Goodwin* Wander 2014 | Etched stainless steel
3: William Bloye Cereus commissioned as Demeter 1961-2 | Bronze
4: Douglas Allsop* Reflective Editor 2011 | Polished Granite
5: Jim Partridge & Liz Walmsley Timber Seating 2011
6: Helaine Blumenfeld Chauvessouris 1990 | Norwegian blue granite on brick base
7: Jennifer Tee* Bits of the World blow towards him and come apart on the wind 2014 | Ceramic tiles and brass
8: HOMERTON COLLEGE See works by: Henry Moore, Geoffrey Clarke, Betty Rae and Harry Gray
9: Willi Soukop Ket’s Oak 1962-63 | Sandstone bas-relief
10: R.Tait McKenzie War Memorial ‘Coming Home’ 1922 | Bronze
11: Eric Sorensen (architect) Crystaline design 1992 | Glass
12: Jacob van de Breugel Matter in Grey 2018 | Concrete aggregate
13: Simon Tegala Flow 2018 | Steel
14: Kenneth Martin Construction in Aluminium 1967 | Aluminium on Portland stone base
15: The Fitzwilliam Museum To celebrate the Museum’s 2016 bicentenary, Henry Moore, Hill Arches 1973, will be exhibited on the front lawn
16: Mary Spencer Watson Bas-relief in stone 1958
17: David Cemmick Husky Dog Memorial, installed 2015 | Bronze
18: Unknown Sculptor(s) Jukshuk meaning Cain in the shape of a man Installed 1979 | Stone
19: Lady Kathleen Scott Head of Robert Falcon Scott 1934 | Bronze
20: Lady Kathleen Scott Youth 1920 | Bronze
21: Oliver Barratt The Antarctic Monument 2011 | Oak
22: Matthew Lane Sanderson Grasshopper 2006 | Steel
23: Esther Melamed The Oliver 1990 | Bronze
24: Neville Gabie & Alan Ward Written in Stone: Interpreted World Wide, also known as Cambridge Rules 1848
25: Betty Rea (completed after her death by John Mills) The Swimmers 1966 | Bronze
26: Gordon Young* Bird Stones 2014 works in Mill Road Cemetery
27: Colin Rose Two Elements Uniting to Form a Contract 2005 | Stainless steel
28: Peter Logan Moonstone, Arrows and Obelisk 1990s | Stainless steel kinetic mobile
29: Michael Pinsky* I’m Laughing at Clouds 2015 | Steel, aluminium, acrylic, LEDs
30: Issam Kourbaj in collaboration with Richard Bray River Severn 2011 | Coloured glass on brick wall
31: Lucy Skaar* The Bramwell Sentence 2014 | Atlantic Lava and Belgian fossil stone, glass, bronze and brass
32: James Hopkins* Playful Seating 2014 | Bronze and polished metal

*Funded by S106 Public Art contributions received by Cambridge City Council